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Dear Club Members

Welcome to this fantastic quality accredited and award winning club, offering high
quality gymnastics, trampolining and other sporting activities to children, young people
and adults. The focus on disabilities is a growing interest for the club and one which
will be at the centre of future development.

We hope you have a few spare minutes to look
through this brochure so you can get an idea of
our future vision and commitment to all club
members and how you can help our club remain
a safe and happy place.

All of our team of coaches and leaders are passionate
about engaging people into the amazing sport of
Gymnastics. There are so many reasons why this
passion exists - speak to any team member and they
will give you their side of the story!

If you desire for either yourself or your child to have
a good understanding of, and respect for; great
strength of mind, body and soul; to be a confident
leader, understand when you need to be led, work as
a team and have a sense of belonging then this is the
place for you.

It is clear that the period of time members spend at
our club it can offer transforming and inspiring
experiences for individuals and their families.

It is important that everyone who comes into contact
with the club understands the vision and culture that
influences its everyday strategic and operational
tasks. This is essentially based around the pursuit of
optimal health, well being and happiness for all
gymnasts, their families and of course our team. It is
not uncommon for us to know families who grow and
support the club for many years.

No matter how we develop and grow, our ethos will
always guide our approach towards greater benefits
for the club and its’ members. Best wishes and have a
happy Cheshire Gymnastics experience.

Mark and Laura Hudson

Welcome to cheshire gymnastics



History

British Gymnastics (BG) is the UK National Governing
Body for the sport of Gymnastics. It is a not for profit
organisation dedicated to developing levels and quality
of provision across a range of disciplines.

One of the world’s first sports governing bodies, BG was
founded in 1888 as the British Amateur Gymnastics
Association and is a member of the World Governing
Body for Gymnastics (FIG), the European Governing
Body (UEG), the British Olympic Association (BOA) and
the Central Council of Physical Recreation (CCPR).

Gymnastics is an accessible and inclusive sport offering
opportunities to all ability levels and ethnic groups
within a range of controlled learning environments. It
promotes an active and healthy lifestyle and is
recognised as forming the basis for physical literacy by
developing fundamental movement skills.

Interest in the sport has never been stronger. Hundreds
of thousands of young gymnasts enjoy the sport in
the school environment, take part in the recreational
sessions offered at many leisure centre’s, and enjoy
membership of British Gymnastics registered clubs.
as possible. 

Today

Mark and Laura Hudson have been members of British
Gymnastics for more than 40 years as Great Britain
representatives and elite competitors, head coaches,
mentors and club owners. They have developed regional
and British Champions and are now committed to
providing the highest quality and expert coaching in
recreational gymnastics.

This now involves a central hub based at Mid Cheshire
College, a Centre of Excellence in Wrenbury in
full partnership with the Wingate Special Childrens
Trust which provides respite services for people with
disabilities.

The growth of a second Centre of Excellence is being
planned for plus a growing number of satellite locations
in schools, small villages and towns offering local
communities the opportunity to engage in the
wonderful sport of gymnastics.

Future

Our vision is to provide the highest quality of gymnastics
within a club or centre of excellence setting within the
UK. We seek to have around 15 satelites around the
county of Cheshire and beyond with one or two central
hubs of excellence to feed into those most promising
of performers. 

Accomplishing the vision will require a committed
workforce of coaches, volunteers and other
professionals. This is why an apprenticeship scheme,
training, education and mentoring programme is a
crucial part of our plans to develop and succeed. 

We are extremely excited about the future and we look
forward to getting to know you over the next few years.
May we take this opportunity to thank you in advance
for supporting our club and helping us to grow a
organisation that assists all members of the community
to develop, be healthy, happy, stand out from the crowd
when it comes to confidence and have lasting memories
and friendships developed through this fantastic sport. 

Frequently Asked Questions

Cheshire Gymnastics have designed this sheet to answer
the most frequently asked questions to help families
integrate into the club as smoothly as possible. 



Ready, steady, go!
When and Where?

We encourage everybody to check out our website http://cheshiregymnastics.com/when-and-where
because we are opening new classes for new age groups in new areas. Find a preferred class then email
or call to check availability (all contact details on the website).

• A new web portal will be available soon for direct enrollment on classes.

• Age 4 or under children attend pre-school (yes even if they go to school already) 

• Age 5+ attend beginners. 

• Beginners Plus and Advancing are based on Award Scheme Level (if you have no idea what this is then
your child is probably a beginner)

• If your child is age 10 and a complete beginner they start in the beginners class. However, if they have
experience at another club or school setting then it may be worth chatting to us so they can be best
placed.

• Adult classes are for ages 18+. All classes are mixed gender, info@cheshiregymnastics.com

How Much?

We have designed a full pricing policy which outlines all
session costs, sibling discounts and fees for insurance,
club membership and our scholarship programme.

What to Wear?

• Lets face it, not everybody likes Lycra! Leotards are
great for gymnastics however, shorts / leggings and
t-shirt tucked in are also fine. 

• A warm hooded top in the winter for warm ups. 

• Adults sensible gym clothing. 

• Footwear – we work in bare feet so costly footwear
is nothing to worry about, however you can wear
soft gymnastic shoes if required.

What not to Wear?

• No jewellery please, hair tied up. New ear studs can
be taped. 

• Denim or fabric that restricts movement. Clothes
with tassles, zips, hooks (a safety precaution
as can scratch a coach/other member/get stuck
on equipment)

• Large decorations, particularly in children’s
headbands or clips can injure the head when
balancing / rolling so simple soft bobbles are best.

It’s my first session – what can I expect?

• A team member will warmly welcome you. He / she
will take your email address and mobile phone
number. You will then receive an email before your
next session containing your welcome brochure and
pricing policy. A new web portal will be available
soon for direct enrollment on classes.

• All sessions will start with a warm up, flexibility
training, group and individual skill development
(floor and apparatus), specific strength training and
cool down. 

• Parents will always be welcome to stay and
observe (we only request sessions not to be
observed if we are planning a display / surprise) –
some venues have a viewing balcony and others
you may sit on the sidelines (no sideline coaching /
distractions please). 

• If you prefer to drop off and collect that is fine -
please just check we have your full contact
details/medial information before you leave.

• Adult sessions are a physical challenge, fun
and friendly.



What We Offer
Gymnastics for All

Based on the notion that gymnastics is a sport for
everybody, Gymnastics for All is the flagship discipline
of the sport. Offering a variety of activities,
programmes, events and competitions suitable for all
genders, age groups and abilities, Gymnastics for All
contributes to personal health, fitness and well-being.

The focus of Gymnastics for All activities is Fun, Fitness,
Friendship and Fundamentals, involving Gymnastics
with or without apparatus, Gymnastics and Dance

Pre-school

Bouncing, spinning, rolling - your children are already
natural born gymnasts. So if you want to help them
develop their physical skills, what better place to start.

British Gymnastics Award Schemes

The full range of our classes use a motivating award
schemes, so children and young people can earn their
badges and certificates. 

Tumbling

You are thundering down the runway, launching into
your fifth back flip in a row. For a moment it feels like
the whole world is rotating around you. Then its over.
Thats when the crowd go crazy.

Acrobatics

Acrobatic gymnastics is all about working as a team to
pull off the most spectacular balances and throws. By
learning as a pair or group, you can have a lot of fun
developing your skills, strength and co-ordination. What
better way to release your inner performer.

Womens Artistic 

Womens artistic gymnastics is a beautiful type of
gymnastics to be involved in, whether you are an
experienced performer or taking your first steps
in the sport. Floor, beam, bars and vault all require
strength, power, elegance and control.

Mens Artistic

Mens artistic gymnastics is all about strength. You will
build strength and power from day one across six
apparatus where you will learn powerful routines and
sequences.

Rhythmic Gymnastics

This is all about spellbinding routines on the floor using
ribbons, hoops, balls and clubs. You can perform as an
individual or in a group to express flawless beauty.



Trampoline Gymnastics

Trampolining is one of the most exhilarating sports
there is. From the very first day, you can
experience the thrill of leaping higher than ever
before. As you progress you can develop complex
routine and the sky is the limit.

Disability Gymnastics

All gymnastics can be adapted around physical,
sensory and learning requirements. Why not give
gymnastics a go and find out what you are really
capable of?

Adult Gymnastics

For those of you who are over eighteen. Complete
beginners can learn the cartwheel they never
achieved when at school or ex-gymnasts can get
involved and relive their gymnastic dreams.

GymFit

GymFit is an awesome way to workout, whether
you want to get involved in gymnastics or not.
A huge variety of exercises focusing on cardio,
core, upper and lower body, you’ll come away
from every session feeling fitter, stronger and one
step closer to that gymnasts physique.

Young Leader Programme

Whether you are a gymnast or not, a young
person interested in building up an impressive
portfolio for future college/job applications can
join our team to learn. You will volunteer at one
class a week and work alongside a qualified
coach learning to lead different ages and abilities.
We invest in our committed young leaders,
funding them to achieve coaching qualifications.

Ballet

This is the perfect compliment to gymnastics
involving musicality, good posture and
beautiful movement all without the formality
of examinations.



Child Development
As well as being coaches, we are parents and know how important it is for all children
to feel happy, healthy, safe and confident. We also know that each individual is completely
different to the next. Whilst we insist on the club ‘s ground club rules being adhered to for the
health and safety of all club members. We encourage individuality and use a variety of
coaching and teaching methods to cater for different learning styles and personalities.

Learning is a complex process, but in brief, here are the three main styles of learning:

Visual Learners - learn through seeing

These learners like to watch the body language
and the facial expressions of their coach to fully
understand the content of a session. This type
of learner may think in pictures and learns best
from visual displays. In the context of our club,
every session will involve watching a physical
demonstration of an element by a gymnast,
looking at a diagram or a video and on occasion
going to watch live events. 

Auditory Learners - learn through listening

This type of learner learns best through verbal
discussions, talking things through and listening
to what others have to say. They interpret the
underlying meaning of speech through listening
to tone of voice, pitch, speed and other
nuances. In the context of our club, every
session will involve verbal instructions,
feedback sessions and opportunities for
gymnasts to ask questions and discuss their
elements in pairs or groups. Music also plays a
large part of each session with interpretation
and timing intertwined into warm ups, routines,
conditioning and cool downs.

Tactile / kinaesthetic learners - learning through
moving, doing, touching

This type of learner enjoys a hands on
approach, actively exploring the physical world
around them. Sitting still for long periods of
time is challenging for this type of learner as
he/she yearns for physical activity and
exploration. In the context of our club, every
session will involve lots of physical activity. It is
worth noting that each time a child practices an
element, messages are sent from the body to
the brain - this is why feedback, corrections and
repetition are necessary for each individual to
progress safely and effectively.

It is part of our commitment to best practice
that we incorporate a range of coaching
methods to accommodate for a variety of
learning styles and personalities during training.
The preschool, proficiency and advanced award
schemes are excellent schemes that enhance
learning for all ages and abilities

It is really important that any learning needs are
included on the participation agreement form
as this helps us to plan our sessions accordingly. 



Supporting Education

We have over 30 years experience of working with
young people and teachers in education. We can
support a wide range of curriculum needs for Key
Stages 1 - 4, Key Steps, Further Education and Higher
Education in gymnastics, tumbling, dance and
trampolining. 

We have an excellent teacher training model offering
schools a long term solution to gymnastic provision
within their own setting.

The School Offer

It is part of our commitment to the communities
we serve to help schools deliver a confident and
coherent gymnastics programme. Whether the
school has decided to offer after school clubs,
curriculum gymnastics or competitions we can
provide you with a long term solution to your
gymnastic provision. We also have a comprehensive
Young Leadership Programme which identifies and
develops young people aged 11+. Young people can
go on to gain invaluable experience in a club setting
and gain qualifications.

We believe in providing teachers with the skills and
confidence they need to deliver safe, realistic and
exciting classes. We work in partnership with School
Sport Services to achieve this. In 2014, through the
co-delivery programme, our first cohort of 15 teachers
gained their first level coaching award in gymnastics
and we now have an improved programme which
will offer more schools access to this type of training. 

You can imagine how unrealistic it is for our busy
club to provide every school with a dedicated coach
for weeks or months at a time. Rather than deliver
to a small number of select schools, we invite
groups of teachers to spend one full day with us in
our club setting. 

Teachers are given full theoretical and practical
training in addition to comprehensive resources.
Following this training day, a coach will visit their
school to help transfer what has been learned into a
school setting. 



Club Rules

1. Good behaviour is an essential requirement
in the gym. Members owe a duty of care
not to endanger themselves or others and
must therefore always behave in a controlled
manner. 

2. The current health status of each member
should be made known to the lead session
coach at the start of each session. This
would include any illness or injury /
condition that may or may not, affect the
participants performance.

3. Participants should attend full sessions
regularly and arrive before the session is due
to start; this will ensure full participation in
the equipment set-up and warm-up (in order
to avoid any injuries). Parents / guardians of
younger children are expected to facilitate
this punctual start to the sessions and the
timely collection at the end of sessions. There
is a £10 fine for more than 15 minutes late on
pick-up.

4. Members must not wear any jewellery of any
description (including body piercing, except
where small round ear studs are necessary
following initial piercing which will then be
taped). Hair must be tied back/up at the start
of / during each gym session. 

5. Mobile phones and electronic devices should
be switched off. The gym number per site is
listed on the website if there is a necessity to
contact a gymnast during training.

6. Members must wear appropriate clothing for
training sessions, bearing in mind seasonal
weather and temperatures, e.g. tracksuits,
shorts, full T-shirts and where appropriate
full leotards. 

7. Drinks are necessary and encouraged within
the gym. Certain types such as un-carbonated
or isotonic drinks are preferred and no glass
bottles are allowed.

8. The use of chalk within the gym must be
controlled and members are not allowed to
throw or allow chalk to cover the floor or
produce chalk dust clouds from clapping their
chalk-covered hands. The chalk should always
be contained within the chalk dispenser.

9. Members and parents / guardians must give a
clear and visible commitment to the general 
organisation, support and workings of the club
and to the efforts of the coaching personnel.

10. Anyone wishing to attend and view training
sessions will be very welcome, there must be
no distractions / interference’s to the normal
running of the session. The use of video /
photographic recording equipment of any
description is not be allowed without the prior
approval of the lead sessional Coach.

11. It is the policy of the club that if any members
are found / known and subsequently proven to
be participating in the use of any prohibited
(illegal) drugs, banned / performance
enhancing substances or in the case of minors
smoking / drinking alcohol their membership
will be suspended.

12. Each gymnast will pay an annual subscription
for insurance to British Gymnastics / North
West Gymnastics Associations every
September and a small annual administration
charge for the club. There are temporary
insurance payments for those members who
join at varying times throughout the year. 

13. The gymnasium must be kept clean at all
times, members are not allowed any food or
outside footwear in the training areas.



www.cheshiregymnastics.com

info@cheshiregymnastics.com


